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Comments I have been walking in these beautiful woods with my children ,Dogs and now grandchildren for 25 
years . The wild life is incredible to watch the deer at evening time and to hear nightingales is a very 
precious experience which will be wiped out if this goes a head .we also have active badger setts all 
over the woodland and so many other incredible animals and Mammals . The flora and fauna is 
incredible and to see so many different fungi's is incredible. This is meant to be an ancient  woodland 
and protected. 
 
We live just off the Loxwood road and our  exit  is straight on to the Loxwood road which is bad at 
most times and the thought of all those incredibly large lorries thundering along our very narrow road 
is frightening ,the up keep of this road is terrible at the best of times and with an extra 42 heavy duty 
lorries a day is going to rip it up completely and who is going to pay for the repairs ,also it's so narrow 
at some point you have to pull over so that another car can pass .This is not the right sight for what 
These people have planned .This road is used by cyclists runners ,people on horse back and people 
walk on this road as there are no footpaths . You cannot see round most of the bends and there are 
many driveways exciting straight on to this very small road ,it must be a highway's issue. 
The govermeant is meant to be protecting our woodlands not destroying them ,this is a place that 
people come for their mental health to relax and enjoy the beautiful of nature it gives great pleasure 
to young and old .There  are many others sites that this could be put in that have far better 
connections and have been designated for industrial use not a beautiful woodland way away from any 
main roads . 
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